FALL 2019 EVENTS

Custodians of Beauty
Pavel Zuštiak, Palissimo Company
Followed by Q&A with director Pavel Zuštiak,
New Brunswick Performing Arts Center – Tickets: nbpac.org
Cosponsor: Mason Gross School of the Arts Department of Dance
Friday, September 13 • 7:30 PM

Local Transnationalism: How Michael Gruzenberg Became the International Revolutionary Mikhail Borodin
Lisa Kirschenbaum, West Chester University
Cosponsor: Department of History
Monday, September 16 • 4:30 PM • Van Dyck 301

Anticommunism and Détente: Hungarians in West Germany, 1971-75
Árpád von Klimó, Catholic University
Tuesday, September 24 • 4:30 PM • AB 6051

The Grassroots Origins of Germany’s Energy Transition
Carol Hager, Bryn Mawr College
Tuesday, October 15 • 4:30 PM • AB 6051
Additional Nation & Empire Working Group Seminar 12:00 Van Dyck 308

Designing Parks: Berlin’s Park am Gleisdreieck, or, The Art of Creating Lively Places
Leonard Grosch, Atelier Loidl Berlin
Cosponsor: School of Environmental and Biological Sciences, Center for Urban Environmental Sustainability
Wednesday, October 30 • 4:00 PM • IFNH 101 (Cook)

Democracy and Defeat: Intellectual Dissent During the Transition to Post-Fascism in Italy
Franco Baldasso, Bard
Thursday, November 7 • 4:30 PM • AB 6051

The Construction of the Gallic Past from Material and Immaterial Monuments in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries
Lisa Regazzoni, Goethe-U. Frankfurt
Cosponsor: Department of History
Thursday, November 21 • 4:30 PM • AB 6051

Sincerity: The Art and Politics of Saying Nothing on Late-Soviet Television
Pavel Khazanov, Rutgers Program in Russian
Series Local Talent: Europe at Rutgers
Tuesday, December 3 • 11:00 AM • AB 6050

RBSC/CES Grad Working Group Nation & Empire Events TBA

For more information, or to be added to the mailing list, contact:

Belinda Davis
CES Academic Director
bedavis@rutgers.edu

Martine Adams
CES Administrative Director
madams@rutgers.edu

Academic Building (AB) West
Rutgers University–New Brunswick
15 Seminary Place
New Brunswick, NJ
848-932-0465
europeanstudies@rutgers.edu
europe.rutgers.edu